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1 Excel-Importer – Import file
The import files for the Excel importer must correspond to a defined structure.

1.1 Sheet ImportConfig
The ImportConfig spreadsheet is used to define the configuration settings for
each folder used to import products.
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Configuration item

Example
date
B

From which column should the
attribute columns be read for the
import?

Column to

AN

Up to which column should the
attribute columns be read for the
import?

Line first product

12

In which row is the first product to
be imported?

Line last product

85

Product family column

B

In which column is the product
family entered for the products?

Line "attributeCode"

2

In which line is the Akeneo
attribute code set?

Line "attributeType"

3

In which line is the Akeneo
attribute type set?

Column from

Line "required"

4

Which line contains the last
product to be imported?

In which line is defined whether
the column must be filled with
content for the product to be
imported?

Line "referenceDataModule"

Line "metricUnit"

4

5

In which line is the reference data
list code set if it is a reference
data attribute?

6

For metric attributes, in which line
is the unit set with which the
attribute values are to be
imported?
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Line "metricUnitColumn"

Line "trueValue"

Line "locale"

7

For metric attributes, in which row
is the column specified that
contains the unit for the value to
be imported?

8

In which line is defined for Yes /
No attributes which value should
be imported as True?

9

For language-dependent
attributes, in which line is the
language stored in which the
content is to be imported?
In which line is the output channel

Line "scope"

Line "currency"

Line "Enabled"

5

10

stored for output channeldependent attributes in which the
content is to be imported?

11

In which line is the currency set
for which prices are to be
imported?

1

In which system status should the
products be imported.
Possible values are?
1 → Activated
2 → Disabled
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1.2 Mappen: Products
The folders used to import the products also contain configuration settings for
the import.

In detail, these are the attribute settings stored in the ImportConfig.
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In detail these are:
Configuration
setting

attributeCode

Example
content

Necessary for Possible values

BRAND

Each column
to be
imported as
an attribute
value.

pim_refere
attributeType

nce_data_
simpleselec
t

The Akeneo attribute code is used
to define into which attribute the
values of the column should be
imported.
The attribute type is to be stored
here.
Supported attribute types are:
• pim_catalog_text (text)
• pim_catalog_textarea
(Textarea)
• pim_catalog_simpleselect
(single selection)
• pim_catalog_multiselect
(multiple selection)
•
•
•
•

•

required

1

pim_catalog_number
(Number)
pim_catalog_metric
(Metric attribute)
pim_catalog_boolean (Yes
/ No attribute)
pim_reference_data_simpl
eselect (Reference data
single selection)
pim_reference_data_multi
select (Reference data
multiple selection)

1 indicates that the corresponding
line will be imported only if a
value is also set.
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referenceDataMo
brand
dule

metricUnit

metricUnitColum
n

trueValue

locale

scope

currency
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Reference
data
attributes

Metric
attributes
when all
CENTIMETER
values are
given the
same unit.

The contents of this column are
matched with the entries of the
reference data list assigned via
the code.
With which unit the values are
imported.
Here the code of the desired unit
is to be set.

Metric
attributes if
the units are
specified in a
separate
column.

In which column, starting from the
column in which the value is set,
the units for the values are given.
Positive numbers go to the right 2 therefore by two columns to the
right; negative numbers go to the
left -1 therefore by one column to
the left.

Ja

Yes / No
attributes

Which value is set for "Yes".
This may be necessary, for
example, if "available" may be set
in the table and this is to be
imported as Yes.

de_DE

Language
dependent
attributes

Code of the locale for which the
contents are to be imported for
language-dependent attributes.

mypsa

Output
channel
dependent
attributes

Code of the output channel for
which the contents are to be
imported for output channeldependent attributes.

EUR

Price
attributes of
type Price

Code of the currencies used in
Akeneo.
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2 Web Interface
2.1 Dashboard
After successfully logging in to the Excel importer, you will be taken to the
dashboard.

Via the list of imports you can view the details of the respective imports. By
means of the function New import it is possible to start new imports.
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2.2 Set new import
After executing the New Import function, the window for uploading the file to be
imported opens.

After clicking in the line File (1) the standard dialog of the operating system for
uploading the file opens.
After the selection, the import can be started via the Start import button (2).
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2.3 Open existing import
By means of a mouse click on a list entry, an existing import can be opened in
the detail view.

The following actions can be performed in the detail view:
1. delete: Deletes the import from the import list.
2. download: Saves the imported Excel file to the local hard disk.
In addition, detailed information of the import is displayed.
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1. Status of individual import steps
2. Total: Number of products and product models identified for import per
worksheet.
3. Waiting: Number of products and product models still pending for import
per worksheet.
4. Skipped: Number of products and product models per worksheet that
were skipped during import. The reason for skipping a product can be, for
example, that an attribute is set for the product in the import file, but this
attribute does not exist in Akeneo.
5. Failed: Number of products and product models per worksheet that could
not be imported.
The reason for the failure can be, for example, that a product is to be set as
a variant of a product model and this product model already has a variant
with the same variant axis combination.
6. Successful: Number of products and product models per worksheet that
were successfully imported.
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2.4 Import progress
2.4.1

Create job / read configuration

After creating the job in the Create Job step, the configuration of the Excel file is
checked.
This is done by checking whether
• all attribute codes exist in Akeneo,
• the ImportConfig table exists,
• the rows in the product tables with the attribute properties are set
correctly.
Possible configuration errors are output in a corresponding message.
2.4.2 Read products / validate products
If all configuration settings are stored correctly, the products are read out and
checked for validity.
If the products are valid, the last preparatory step was to check the missing data.
2.4.3 Check missing data
For all attributes of types
• Single selection
• Multiple selection
• Reference data single selection
• Reference data multiple selection
is used to check whether the contents maintained in the Excel file exist as
attribute options in Akeneo. If this is not the case, the entry is added to the list of
missing data.
NOTE
The check whether a cell value exists as an attribute option in Akeneo takes
place via an exact comparison of the cell content with the German labels of the
attribute options. No codes for attribute options have to be set in the Excel
spreadsheet!
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2.4.4 Check missing data/ Confirm missing data
After the import step Check missing data the import pauses.
Depending on whether missing data exists or not, the following dialogs differ.
Missing data are not available
If all attribute options and reference data sets in the import file already exist in
Akeneo, the import pauses.
Clicking the CHECK MISSING DATA button opens a dialog to continue the import.

Here you can cancel or continue the import.
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Missing data are available
If missing data has been identified by the importer, a summary is displayed in
the import detail view.

1. MISSING DATA: shows the number of missing attribute options and
reference data sets per reference data list.
2. SHOW DETAILS: opens a detail view listing all missing attribute options and
reference data entries.
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3. CHECK MISSING DATA: Opens a list of all missing attribute options and
reference data records.

In the list of missing attribute options, it is possible to choose before the import
whether the import should create the attribute option or not.
If the user decides not to create the attribute option, the missing attribute option
must be created manually. If this is not done, the product in question will not be
imported.
Confirmation is also required in this import step before continuing the import.
NOTE
Missing reference data records are not created by the importer. These must be
created manually before the product import.
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3 Configuration of the product families
In the configuration file
...\src\Zeg\MasterImportBundle\Resources\config\import\productfamilies.yml
it is defined for the product families stored in Akeneo when a product model
should be created.
A product model is always created if the attributes listed in the configuration
have identical contents. All products for which this applies are appended to the
product model as variants.
Example configuration:
FAMILYCODE: // Code der Produktfamilie
generateProductModels: true
// Mögliche Werte: true | false - gibt an, ob
für Produkte dieser Familie Varianten erzeugt werden sollen
familyVariantCode: 'FAMILYVARIANTCODE'
// Code der Family variant mittels
derer die Produkte variiert werden sollen.
attributeCodesForProductModelDetection:
// Liste aller Attribute, die zum
Abgleich der Modellzugehörigkeit dienen
- { attributeCode: 'ATTRIBUTECODE_1', locale: 'de_DE', scope: 'webshop' }
- { attributeCode: 'ATTRIBUTECODE_2' }
- { attributeCode: 'ATTRIBUTECODE_3' }
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